Hot Cars Temperature Display

The “Hot Cars” temperature display is an excellent tool for demonstrating just how fast the temperature inside a vehicle can increase, placing any child occupant almost immediately at risk. During summer months when temperatures soar, the temperature display is a helpful reminder to parents and caregivers to always check for sleeping children before leaving a vehicle.

The display should be set up as instructed and should not be used in the rain. It is equipped with a 100’ heavy duty, outdoor electrical extension cord and access to electricity is necessary for display to function. Care must be taken so the signage is not scratched during assembly. The display should be carefully packed in its original case. Only use a soft damp cloth to clean.

In the event of damage, your agency will be responsible for repairs or replacement. If any damages or problems occur please report to: lisa.blackmon@ncdoi.gov or call 888-347-3737.

You will be responsible for making arrangements to have the display returned within 4 business days by coordinating delivery to our office.